[Effect of atmospheric factors on the presentation of cerebrovascular accidents].
The concept of meteoropathy implicates the atmospheric properties as determining or at least provoking causes of different disease conditions. Thus, we know that changes in temperature, atmospheric pressure and humidity rate are associated with a higher incidence of stroke presentation. Considered as a whole, these three atmospheric factors have been associated with the several clinical diagnoses of stroke. A higher presentation rate of stroke has been found when the three following facts concurred: a reduction of 10 degrees (C) in the temperature of the preceding day, an increase of the atmospheric humidity rate from 20% to 60% on the day of stroke, and an increase in atmospheric pressure of 6 mlbs from the preceding day (s = 0.0000). In addition, a higher rate of presentation of stroke was found when the difference in atmospheric pressure was 16 mlbs between the day of stroke and the preceding one (s = 0.049). Also, when the atmosphere humidity rate increased from 20% to 60%, the difference in mean temperature between the day of stroke and the preceding one was 3 degrees (C), and the atmospheric pressure increased in 6 mlbs, the incidence of stroke was higher (s = 0.007). We compare these findings with those from other authors.